Control protocol to drive finite dimensional quantum systems to an arbitrary target state using square pulses is proposed explicitly. It is a multi-cycle control process and in each cycle we apply square pulses to cause single or a few transitions between energy levels. Systems with equal energy gaps except the first one, four dimensional system with equal first and third energy gaps and different second energy gap, and systems with all equal energy gaps of dimension three, are investigated in detail. The control parameters, the interaction time between systems and control fields and free evolution times between cycles, are connected with the probability amplitudes of target states via trigonometric functions and are determined analytically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum control is a coherent or incoherent process to steer a quantum system to a given target state [1] . It is significant in many fields of quantum physics, especially in the quantum computation and quantum information processing [2] . Various notations in classical control theory were generalized to the quantum control, such as open and closed control, optimal control [3] , controllability [4] [5] [6] [7] , feedback control [8] and so on. For incoherent control the quantum system is controlled by its interaction with a quantum accessor rather than classical fields [9] [10] [11] [12] . Typically one first models the controlled system and examine its controllability which is relevant to the system Hamiltonian and interaction Hamiltonian with control fields. Then one needs to design classical fields to interact with the controlled system to steer the system to the given target state, which is referred to as the control protocol and is the issue we would like to address in this paper. Some approaches, such as using the Cartan decomposition of Lie groups [13] , were proposed on this issues.
In a previous paper [14] , we proposed an explicit control protocol of finite dimensional quantum system using time-dependent cosine classical field, where we have to use the rotating wave approximation to drop the high oscillating terms in the interaction Hamiltonian. In this work, we will use the alternating square pulses with positive and negative parts in each period, to control the finite quantum systems. Advantage of using square pulses is that we can find an invariant space in which the interaction Hamiltonian and time evolution operator can be explicitly treated without using rotating wave approximation. On the other hand, except the system with equal energy gaps except the first we considered before, we mainly consider the systems with multiple transitions in a cycle, especially the one with all equal adjacent energy gaps of dimension three. The relationship between probability amplitudes of target states and control parameters, the number of pulses and the difference between positive and negative amplitudes of the pulses, is analytically established. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we formulate the controlled system and control protocol, and derive the time evolution operators. We present control protocols of systems with equal energy gaps except the first one, four dimensional system with equal first and third energy gaps and different second energy gap, and system with equal energy gaps of dimension three in sections III, IV, and V, respectively. We draw our conclusion in Sec.VI.
Throughout this paper we use i = √ −1 andh = 1.
II. CONTROL SYSTEMS AND TIME EVOLUTION OPERATORS

A. Control Systems and protocol
Consider an N -dimensional non-degenerate quantum system with eigenenergy E n and corresponding eigenstate |n , described by the Hamiltonian
Our aim is to develop control protocols to drive the system to an arbitrary target states from an initial state, or in other words, to design classical fields to interact with the system such that the system is driven to a required target state within finite time. For this purpose, we should keep in mind that
• As there are 2(N − 1) independent real parameters in the target states (N − 1 real probability amplitudes and N −1 relative phases), we need to supply 2(N − 1) real control parameters in the control protocol;
• One needs to establish relationship between control parameters and probability amplitudes of the target states such that one can design the control fields and its coupling with the controlled systems;
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• In each cycle the control operation should be easily complemented in the laboratory.
The simplest protocol is that one can control transition only between two energy levels in each cycle, for example, the system (System I) with all equal energy gaps except the first one
where µ i = E i+1 − E i is the energy gap, and the system with all distinct adjacent energy gaps µ i = µ j (i = j), considered in Ref. [14] . However, this is not always possible, for example, the 4-dimensional system with µ 1 = µ 3 = µ 2 as shown in Fig.1(a) (System II). In this case, the control field with frequency µ 1 cause transition form |1 to |2 and from |3 to |4 simultaneously and the interaction Hamiltonian is written as
Fortunately, its time evolution operator can be factorized. In particular, for some special initial state such as |1 , if we arrange this control process as the first cycle, the states |3 and |4 keep unchanged and mathematically equivalent to only transition between |1 and |2 occurs. We will investigate control protocol of this system in Sec.IV. However, for systems with all equal adjacent energy gaps, the time evolution operator is difficult to treat explicitly. For 3-dimensional system as shown in Fig.1(b) , the Hamiltonian in the cycle 1 is
(4) Although the time evolution operator can be generally factorized in the form
where X i 's are a basis of Lie algebra L = u(3) (or su(3) if H 0 is traceless), according to Wei-Norman theorem [16] , the functions {α i (t)} satisfy a set of non-linear equations and are difficult to find explicitly. In Sec.V, we present an explicit approach to obtain the time evolution operator.
B. Pules and time evolution operator
In this paper, we shall use square pulses to control the quantum systems. We shall see that one does not need to use the rotating wave approximation in the derivation of time evolution operators as we did in [14] .
Consider a sequence of pulses interacting only with two levels |m and |n (m > n) resonantly, which will be used in the rest of this paper. Each pulse can be written as
Four dimensional system with µ1 = µ3 = µ2 (System II), and 3-dimensional system with equal energy gaps (System III). Here the arrows represent transitions caused by control field and the numbers in circles are labels of cycle.
as shown in Fig. (2) . Here E mn is constant electric field and
is its period. Condition of resonant interaction requires that
Corresponding to E mn (t) = ±E mn , the total Hamiltonian of the system and control pulse is in the form
where d m = E m g, g is the coupling strength, and
As the Hamiltonian (8) is time independent, the corresponding time evolution operator can be written as U mn ± (t) = exp iH (mn) ± t . To expand it to a simple form, we first rewrite the Hamiltonian as
where
and I is the identity operator. It is obvious that
Noticing that
the subspace H mn spanned by {|n , |m } is invariant under the action of H (mn) 0
and thus H (mn) ± . It is easy to verify that
and I mn ≡ |n n|+|m m| is the identity operator on the invariant subspace H mn . Using relations (12) and (14), we find the time evolution operator
In the invariant subspace H mn , we have
For simplicity, we suppose that the control field is strong, namely, d mn ω mn . In this case, ω mn /Ω mn → 0 and
Similarly, we have
In a period T mn of control field, the time evolution operator is
, whose action on the states |n and |m is obtained as
Suppose that the system interacts with control field for l mn pulses (or time period τ mn = T mn l mn ). Then the time evolution operator is
which can be obtained by replacing θ mn by l mn ∆ mn and ∆ mn by l mn ∆ mn from U (mn) (T mn ). Notice that the real probability amplitude is determined by Ω mn l mn ∆ mn and one can adjust the parameter ∆ mn to insure that l mn is a positive integer.
Before closing this section, let us see the simplest case, the 2-level system. It is obvious that, if the system is initially prepared on |1 , it is driven to the state (22) after interesting with the control field for l 12 pulses. We see that there is only a fixed relative phase i = e iπ/2 , different from the protocol using harmonic field given in [14] in which there is a relative phase e −i(E2−E1)τ1 (τ 1 is the interaction time) and it is tunable through amplitude of control field. In the present case, we can allow the system for a free evolution for time period
up to a common phase δ = e −iθ12l1T12 e −iE1τ 1 . By carefully choosing control parameters Ω 12 ≈ E 12 g, ∆ 12 , l 12 and τ 1 , we can achieve any target state.
III. CONTROL PROTOCOL OF SYSTEM I
In this section we investigate the control protocol of System I. The control process includes N −1 cycles and in the m-th cycle, we first apply control field with frequency ω m = E m+1 − E 1 to control transition between levels |1 and |m + 1 for a time period τ m and then allow the system to evolve for time period τ m . For convenience, we change the label (m + 1 1) → (m), for example, the time evolution operator is relabeled as U (m) ≡ U (m+1 1) . We will derive the explicit expression of target states and relationship between the control parameters {τ m , τ m } and probability amplitudes of target state.
A. Cycle 1
Suppose that the system is initially prepared on the state |1 . Then it is easy to find the state after interaction with control field for time τ 1 and free evolution for τ 1
To obtain the explicit expression of the target state, we need recursion relations of probability amplitudes of states of two adjacent cycles. Suppose that, after (m−1)-th cycle, the state is of the form
Then the state of system after interacting with l m pulses and free evolution for a time period τ m can be obtained as
from which we find the recursion relations
C. Target state From (27) and (29), as well as (24), we can easily obtain that
Using (28), we obtain
where we have used (32) with m replaced by k − 1. After N − 1 cycles, or letting m = N − 1 in elements (30-32) and (33), we find the target states
where the real probability amplitudes C k are
and phases γ k are
D. Determine control parameters
For a given target state, namely, C n and γ n are given, we can determine the control parameters {l n ∆ n , τ n |n = 1, 2, ..., N −1}. From C 2 we can determine l 1 ∆ 1 and then l 2 ∆ 2 from C 3 , until all l k−1 ∆ k−1 obtained recursively.
As for τ i , we first obtain
we can obtain τ 1 and
from which we obtain τ 2 and N −1 i=3 τ i . Recursively, we can obtain all τ i 's.
IV. CONTROL OF SYSTEM II
We now turn to control of system II. In the first cycle, we apply the field with frequency ω 1 = E 2 − E 1 = E 4 − E 3 to interact with the system. The total Hamiltonian corresponding to positive and negative pulses reads
Therefore the time evolution operator can be factorized as
(40) Both operators U 1 ± (t) and U 2 ± (t) can be treated similarly as in the Sec. II B. But if we prepare the system initially on the state |1 , we have H ± 2 |1 = 0 and thus U 2 ± (t) = |1 . In this case
To expand U ± 1 (t), we rewrite H ± 1 as
where I 34 = |3 3| + |4 4|, and
Then we have
. Acting on the initial state |1 , we have
where we have used the strong field approximation,
We control the system for a time period l 1 T 1 , yielding
After free evolution for τ 1 , the state of system is
In cycle 2, we apply the field with frequency ω 2 = E 4 − E 1 to control the system for a time period l 2 T 2 . Standard treatment for the time evolution operator in Sec. II B applies in this case and we can easily find the state of the system after interaction with control field and free evolution for time period τ 2
In cycle 3, we apply the field with frequency ω 3 = E 3 − E 2 to control the system for a period l 3 T 3 and then allow the system for a free evolution for time period τ 3 . The time evolution operator can be treated as in Sec. II B and the target state can be obtained as
where the real probability amplitudes are
and the relative phases are
We need to determine the control parameters {l n ∆ n , τ n | n = 1, 2, 3} from the probability amplitudes of the target state. It is easy to find that
from which we can find control parameters ∆ 2 l 2 and ∆ 3 l 3 and then determine ∆ 1 l 1 from C 1 . From γ 1 , γ 3 and γ 4 , we can determine
whose determinant of the coefficient matrix is (E 2 − E 1 )(E 2 − E 3 ) = 0. So we can find control parameters τ i (i = 1, 2, 3).
V. SYSTEM WITH EQUAL ENERGY GAPS
In this section we consider the simplest system with all equal energy gaps, the 3-dimensional system with E 3 − E 2 = E 2 − E 1 = µ. To control this system, we apply pulse field with frequency ω = µ to drive the system for time period l 1 T 1 and then let it involve for a time period τ 1 , in the first cycle. In cycle 2, we use control field with frequency ω 2 = E 3 − E 1 = 2µ for time period l 2 T 2 first and then leave it for a free evolution for time period τ 2 .
A. Cycle 1
The Hamiltonians between the system and control field corresponding to positive and negative pulses are
The last two terms are not commutative each other and thus the corresponding time evolution operator cannot be treated as in last section. We note that iH
± is an element of u(3) Lie algebra, and its time evolution operator can be generally written as the product of singleparameter subgroup elements exp(−ig i (t)x i ), where x i are all basis elements of u(3), according to Wei-Norman theorem [16] . One needs to solve a set of nonlinear equations to determine parameter g i (t), which is generally difficult.
However, when the system is initially prepared on the ground state |1 , it is enough to find U ± (t) |1 . It is easy to find that
Suppose that E 2 = 0, without losing generality, then
It is not difficult to find that
. Therefore, the time evolution operator acting on the initial state |1 is obtained as
Similarly, we can further obtain that
and
We also have
Then we obtain the action of the time evolution operator in a period
After the second pulse, we have
Recursively, when l 1 = τ 1 /T 1 pulses are applied, the system is driven to
After free evaluation for τ 1 , the system is driven to 
and Re(a 
Re(a 
in which both terms in middle brackets on the left and right hand sides are known for a given target state. So we can determine e −i(E3−E1)τ 1 sin(Ω 2 l 2 ∆ 2 ) and thus τ 1 and l 2 ∆ 2 , as well as τ 2 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed protocols to control finite dimensional quantum systems using square pulses. Time evolution operators are explicitly obtained under strong field approximation and used to control three types of finite dimensional systems. Relationship between control parameters and probability amplitudes of the target states are established via trigonometrical functions. The control parameters are time periods of interaction between the controlled system and control pulses and free evolution time periods of the system itself.
We would like to remark that: (1) . Control protocol using square pulses avoid using the rotating wave approximation as using the harmonic field; (2) . Interaction between the system and control field does not supply the relative phases and the relative phases are achieved by free evolution of the controlled system between cycles.
As further works, we would like to generalize the investigation presented in this paper to the indirect control protocol of finite quantum systems, and the control protocol of quantum systems in the presence of environment.
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